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FLS TRAINER BOX, ACCESSORIES SOLD BY 

What is Limbs & Things?  

Limbs & Things, Inc., (LTI) designs and manufacture

educators to successfully deliver their curriculum requirements for physical examination and procedural skills. To learn more

LTI, please visit www.limbsandthings.com. 

 

What is the new version of the Trainer Box like

LTI manufactures the FLS Trainer Boxes with an updated look and some refinements making the box easier to assemble and repair.  

The pertinent parameters and dimensions of the box remain the same as 

supplies will be comparable to previous versions of

 

Will I still be able to use my older FLS Trainer Box I purchased 

Yes, you will still be able to use FLS trainer boxes

their special FLS website at www.fls-products.com.

 

Can I still use the accessories and disposables I 

Yes, the FLS accessories (gauze, foam organs and penrose drains

accessories, consumable supplies and related products may be ordered from LTI through their special FLS website at 

www.fls-products.com. 

 

Will the FLS skills test be different on the LTI Trainer 

The pertinent parameters, dimensions and accesso

advantage or disadvantage to taking the skills test on the ne

affected.  

 

Do I have to purchase FLS vouchers and online didactics through 

No, you will still purchase FLS test vouchers and online didactic

please visit www.flsprogram.org or call (310) 437

 

Can I get replacement parts for my older FLS Trainer Boxes?  

Replacement FLS suture blocks, dexterity pegboards and jumbo clips that are compatible with the previous version of the Train

Box may be purchased from www.fls-products.com

the previous FLS box.   This product is only available as a special order by calling Customer Service at 866

 

Who can I contact regarding this change in FLS products?  

If you have additional questions concerning the transition to LTI, or the new version of the FLS Trainer Box, please contact Carla 

Bryant, FLS Program Director, at Carla@flsprogram.org. 

 

FLS TRAINER BOX, ACCESSORIES SOLD BY LIMBS & THINGS

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 

and manufactures quality medical training products for healthcare professionals

educators to successfully deliver their curriculum requirements for physical examination and procedural skills. To learn more

hat is the new version of the Trainer Box like?  

FLS Trainer Boxes with an updated look and some refinements making the box easier to assemble and repair.  

parameters and dimensions of the box remain the same as previous versions.  All LTI-manufactured accessories and 

previous versions of FLS products and compatible with existing FLS systems.

FLS Trainer Box I purchased previously?  Do I have to buy a new box through

es purchased previously.  All new FLS Trainer Boxes may be ordered from 

com.  

I purchased previously?  Will I have to buy new products through LTI?

foam organs and penrose drains) you have on hand are still acceptable for use

accessories, consumable supplies and related products may be ordered from LTI through their special FLS website at 

Trainer Box?   

parameters, dimensions and accessories of the FLS Trainer System will remain the same, and there will be no 

advantage or disadvantage to taking the skills test on the new version of the Trainer Box.   Skills test tasks and scoring will not be 

vouchers and online didactics through LTI as well? 

FLS test vouchers and online didactic access through the SAGES FLS program office.  

or call (310) 437-0544, ext. 137. 

Can I get replacement parts for my older FLS Trainer Boxes?   

Replacement FLS suture blocks, dexterity pegboards and jumbo clips that are compatible with the previous version of the Train

products.com. LTI has a limited supply of the white pvc/Velcro backed simulated skin that fits 

the previous FLS box.   This product is only available as a special order by calling Customer Service at 866

Who can I contact regarding this change in FLS products?   

ditional questions concerning the transition to LTI, or the new version of the FLS Trainer Box, please contact Carla 

Bryant, FLS Program Director, at Carla@flsprogram.org.  
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manufactured accessories and 
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Do I have to buy a new box through LTI? 
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Replacement FLS suture blocks, dexterity pegboards and jumbo clips that are compatible with the previous version of the Trainer 

supply of the white pvc/Velcro backed simulated skin that fits 

the previous FLS box.   This product is only available as a special order by calling Customer Service at 866-465-4627. 

ditional questions concerning the transition to LTI, or the new version of the FLS Trainer Box, please contact Carla 


